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(ABSTRACT)

Serverless computing is a new paradigm, and it is becoming rapidly popular in Cloud computing. Serverless computing has interesting, unique properties that the unit of deployment and execution is a serverless function. Moreover, it introduces the new economic model pay-as-you-go billing model. It provides a high economic benefit from highly elastic resource provisioning to the application.

However, it also accompanies the new challenges for serverless computing: (1) start-up time latency problem from relatively short function execution time, (2) high-security risk from highly consolidated environment, and (3) memory efficiency problem from unpredictable function invocations. These problems not only degrade performance but also lowers the economic benefits of Cloud providers.

In this work, we propose VM-level pre-JIT snapshot and develop Fireworks to solve the three main challenges without any compromises. The key idea behind the VM-level pre-JIT snapshot is to leverage pre-JITted serverless function codes to reduce both start-up time and execution time of the function and improve memory efficiency by sharing the pre-JITted codes. Also, Fireworks can provide high-level isolation by storing the pre-JITted codes to the snapshot of microVM’s snapshot. Our evaluation shows that Fireworks outperforms the state-of-art serverless platforms by 20.6× and memory efficiency up to 7.3×.
Serverless computing is the most popular in cloud computing. Contrary to its name, developers write and run their code on servers managed by cloud providers. The number of servers, required CPU, memory are automatically adjusted in proportion to the incoming traffic. Also, the users only pay for what they use and the pay-as-you-go attracts attention as new infrastructure. Serverless computing continues to evolve and it is being done as research from business to academic. There are many efforts to reduce cold start, which is the delay in creating the necessary resources when a serverless program runs first. The serverless platforms prepare resources in advance or provide lighter cloud resources. However, this can waste resources or increase a security threat. In this work, we propose a fast, efficient, and safe serverless framework. We use Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation, which can improve the performance of the interpreter languages which are widely used in the serverless. We keep the JIT-generated machine code in the snapshot for reuse. Besides, the security is guaranteed by the VM-level snapshot. In addition, the snapshot can be shared, increasing memory efficiency. Through our implementation and evaluation, we have shown that Fireworks improve up to 20 times in terms of cold start performance and more than 7 times in memory efficiency than state-of-the-art serverless platforms. We believe our research has made a new way to use the JIT and the snapshot in the serverless computing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Serverless computing is a new paradigm in Cloud computing that is becoming increasingly popular recently [24]. It eliminates the burden to administrate the infrastructure and provides extreme elasticity for the resource provisioning without the developer’s efforts. Moreover, it introduces a pay-as-you-go billing model [4] compared to the pricing model of the traditional Cloud computing model based on server uptime regardless of actual usage. Due to these advantages, most of Cloud providers already offer their serverless computing models such as Amazon Lambda [10], Microsoft Azure [35], Google [18], IBM Cloud Functions [22].

A serverless application consists of chains of serverless functions, the unit of deployment and execution in serverless computing. Each function is executed on a lightweight sandbox (e.g., virtual machine, container) provided by a Cloud provider. The resources allocated to the application is determined by the number of functions corresponding to the application and load of each function. Most of the serverless applications are written in high-level languages such as Node.js and Python so that the serverless platforms provide a language runtime for executing the user’s code over the sandbox. Basically, the sandbox and runtime are launched upon a user’s request (e.g., function call, triggering event) to execute the function.

Serverless computing is used in various industries. The first use case is the Coca-Cola company’s freestyle bending machine with serverless computing. In the COVID19 environment, Coca-Cola bending machines comply with safe cleaning regulations, but they want to provide a safer experience with touchless bending machines. Hovering the camera over the QR code
instantly connects to the cloud and provides a screen to the user’s mobile phone interface. It provides web apps through serverless, which provides low latency. As of the end of 2020, 52,000 Coca-Cola freestyle bending machines are providing services in serverless computing.

In addition, Netflix, the world’s leading Internet TV, delivers 12,500 hours of media content daily. Netflix is using more than 100,000 serverless computing instances for data analysis, personal media recommendation, and device-specific media transcoding.

Serverless computing has unique characteristics in contrast to the traditional Cloud computing. First of all, the execution time of a serverless function is very shorter than traditional server programs because a serverless application is composed of multiple serverless functions. For example, in the Microsoft Azure Cloud, about 50% of functions take less than 1 second of execution time, and 40% of functions take less than 3 seconds of execution times [42]. Also, due to the short function execution time, Cloud providers aim to consolidate a large number (e.g., thousands) of serverless functions in a single machine to utilize the hardware resources more efficiently.

The unique characteristics accompany the unique challenges in serverless computing [21]. The relatively short execution time of a function implies that any overhead besides the function execution will impose a large overhead. In particular, the start-up time is one of the largest overheads [14, 42]. It includes booting time of VM, OS, and container as well as loading time of language runtime and applications. Compared to the function execution time, which often takes less than a second, the start-up time imposes significant overhead. In addition, the loading time of language runtime and application also imposes significant overhead in the serverless applications where the most functions are written in an interpreter language such as Node.js and Python. Besides the performance for the serverless users, reducing the start-up time is important to Cloud providers for higher profitability because the start-up time is not charged to the user.
There have been research efforts recently to shorten the long start-up time in serverless computing. For example, SOCK [39] and Cloudflare [26] use lighter sandboxes – e.g., sharing a language runtime [26] – to reduce the start-up time. However, the lighter sandboxes fundamentally provide a lower isolation level, increasing the security risk, especially in highly consolidated serverless environment [34, 37].

Another approach is warm pool based approach, which pre-launches sandboxes before a function is invoked [19, 50]. The pre-launched sandbox can efficiently hide the start-up latency without compromising the isolation level. However, the pre-launched sandboxes take hardware resources and hinder high consolidation on the host. Especially, it is not effective for non-popular functions. For example, a previous study [42] reports that 18.6% of popular functions are called more than once a minute. In other words, the warm pool based approach is not effective for 81.4% non-popular functions.

Besides the start-up time latency, the execution time penalty is also problematic, especially for interpreter languages, such as Node.js and Python, which take the majority in serverless applications. Although Just-in-time (JIT) compilation has been very successful to improve performance of interpreter languages especially in a long running server applications, turning off the JIT is the known best practice in serverless computing. That is because of two reasons. First, the JIT compilation cost does not pay off because of the short function execution time. Moreover, the most serverless sandbox is configured to use a single CPU so that the JIT compilation competes the CPU time with the application execution. After all, the JIT compilation not only introduces performance unpredictability [31], but also often incurs a significant slow down in application execution. For example, some data center applications spend up to 33% of their time in JIT warm-up [30].

In this thesis, we propose Fireworks, a new serverless platform that offers extremely short start-up latency and high performance without compromising security isolation level nor
wasting hardware resources. We focus on interpreter languages, especially Node.js and Python, in which the majority of serverless applications are written.\footnote{In AWS lambda [38], Node.js accounts for 53\% and Python accounts for 36\% so two languages account for 89\% of the total serverless functions.}

We propose a VM-level pre-JIT snapshot approach in Fireworks. We found that JIT has a potential to significantly improve the performance of serverless applications if properly used. When installing a serverless function, Fireworks creates a snapshot of a VM after a language runtime loads the serverless function and finishes the JIT compiling of the serverless function. Upon invoking the function, Fireworks resumes the VM snapshot and executes the function with new arguments. The program is already loaded and JITted in the VM snapshot, so we do not need to pay the cost of start-up time, application loading, and JIT compilation during the function execution. Moreover, Fireworks shares the snapshot with the JITted functions among concurrent function invocations in a copy-on-write (CoW) manner so Fireworks can reduce the memory consumption. The VM-level pre-JIT snapshot meets our goals in three aspects: (1) the highest level of isolation using a VM as a sandbox, (2) instant start-up and fast execution performance resuming JITted snapshot, and (3) less memory consumption sharing the snapshot through CoW. In summary, we made the following contributions in this thesis:

- **VM-level-JIT Snapshot.** We propose a novel VM-level pre-JIT snapshot for serverless functions written in an interpreter language. Fireworks creates a VM-level snapshot after loading and JITting a serverless function upon installation. Then upon invoking the function, it simply resumes the snapshot with new arguments for the function.

- **Serverless Framework.** We develop a new serverless framework named Fireworks. We use an open source serverless platform, OpenWhisk [9], and a lightweight hypervisor, Firecracker [1], as a sandbox. Fireworks analyzes a serverless function written in Node.js and Python and annotates to trigger JIT compilations. Then it creates a microVM snapshot of
Firecracker after finishing loading and JITting the function. Finally, Fireworks resumes the snapshot upon the function invocation taking new arguments from OpenWhick framework.

- **Evaluation.** Our evaluation shows that Fireworks outperforms the state-of-the-art serverless computing framework by 20.6× in performance and shows memory efficiency up to 7.3×. We ran two representative serverless benchmarks: FaaSdom [32] for microbenchmark and ServerlessBench [53] for real-world applications.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. §2 provides the backgrounds and motivations of this work. Following §3 describes the design of Fireworks in detail. §4 explains the implementation of Fireworks. §5 shows our evaluation results with microbenchmark based on FaaSdom and real-world workload based on the serverlessBench. §6 discusses security issues of a snapshot-based approach. §7 introduces related work of the thesis, and §8 concludes this thesis.
Chapter 2

Background and Motivation

2.1 How Serverless Platform Works

Figure 2.1 illustrates the overall architecture of a serverless computing platform. The front end consists of three components: 1) user interface, 2) API gateway, and 3) Cloud trigger. First, a serverless user builds and deploys a serverless application through a web-based user interface. Next, when a user sends a request to the serverless platform, the request will be processed in the API gateway. The gateway will relay the request to one of the backend servers, which executing the requested function.

```
Function main() {
    print("hello")
}
```

Figure 2.1: Overall architecture of a serverless platform.
### 2.2. Characteristics of Serverless Workload

Serverless applications show unique workload characteristics, which sharply differentiate themselves from the traditional server-oriented Cloud workloads.

**Short function execution time.** The most prominent difference in serverless workload is short execution time. The execution time of a function is remarkably shorter than the lifetime of a worker. The average execution time of the function is about a second [42]. Also, most functions are not frequently called. In the previous study, it is reported that each function is called once in 30 minutes on average [42]. Such a short function execution time makes start-up time – a time from when a function is invoked to when the function
actually starts executing – dominant in the end-to-end latency. When a function is invoked, a serverless platform first launches a sandbox (e.g., VM, container) and a language runtime before loading the function. This so called cold start takes long – often longer than the function execution time. The current practice to mitigate the cold start latency is that Cloud providers defer the termination of the worker sandbox for a certain period hoping another request for the same function is delivered. If it happens, the start time in this case – so called warm start – will be much faster. However, it is hard to predict when the next function invocation is delivered [42]. If a new request is not delivered for a certain duration, the serverless platform will terminate the sandbox as wasting the hardware resources.

**High consolidation in a server.** Such a short function execution time allows a Cloud provider to consolidate a large number of serverless functions in a server with low hardware cost. However, such a highly consolidated environment is vulnerable to security risks. In particular, serverless platforms often use a sandbox with a lower isolation level (e.g., container vs. VM) to reduce the start-up time latency [9, 20, 26, 29]. However, as the sandboxes with a lower isolation level share more resources between sandboxes, they are exposed to high security risks. On the other hand, a sandbox with high isolation level (e.g., a microVM in Firecracker hypervisor [1]) incurs more overhead, such as cold start time.

**Memory efficiency.** The most scarce hardware resource is memory because memory is needed to maintain sandboxes waiting for a request, and it is the main limiting factor for consolidation [51]. However, it is hard to predict the invocation of a function, so serverless platforms end up wasting a lot of memory.
2.3 Optimizing Serverless Platforms

We compare the state-of-the-art serverless platforms in three crucial aspects – 1) isolation, 2) performance, and 3) memory efficiency – as summarized in Table 2.1. As the start-up time is the first, the most critical performance bottleneck in the serverless platform, much research effort has been made to reduce the start-up time latency. In the rest, we introduce each approach in Table 2.1 more detail.

**Firecracker** [1] is a lightweight virtual machine monitor (VMM) developed by Amazon and optimized for serverless applications. It supports a high isolation level by providing VM-level isolation. Also, it provides the VM-level snapshot so that the VM-level snapshot can be resumed and shared by multiple VM instances.

**OpenWhisk** [9] is a container-based open source serverless platform deployed in IBM Cloud. While a Linux container is more lightweight than VM, it supports a lower isolation level because containers share the kernel resources in the same host [6, 29].

**gVisor** [20] extends the security level of a container based sandbox. Previous study reports that a container allows the most system calls (e.g., 306 out of 350 Linux system calls) [6], meaning that such exposed system calls can be exploited for a security attack. To improve the security of a container, gVisor intercepts the container’s access to the Linux Kernel and limits some systems calls to improve the security level [23]. Specifically, Sentry and Gofer in gVisor intercept the system calls and I/O requests requested by the container and filter them before serving to host OS [23].

**Cloudflare** [26] is a lightweight runtime based sandbox for Node.js. Unlike other serverless computing platforms, Cloudflare does not use containers or VMs for isolation. Instead, it utilizes V8:Isolate, a lightweight context in V8 javascript engine. Cloudflare shows high performance because a single process can perform hundreds of V8:Isolate. However, multiple
functions are executed in a single process, so its isolation level is weaker than others [12].

**Catalyzer [14]** is a gVisor-based serverless platform, which is specially designed to reduce start-up latency. It provides a sandbox fork approach that restores a function from the checkpoint. By restarting from the checkpointed image, it can reduce the start-up time significantly. Furthermore, it proposes a new OS primitive *sfork* to eliminate initialization cost for warm start. The *sfork* directly uses a clean state of a sandbox template for the user’s application. Catalyzer guarantees the same isolation level to gVisor because it is based on gVisor.

**Summary.** Current serverless computing platforms have limitations in performance, resource efficiency, and safety. Most of the previous studies compromise at least one of these three aspects.
Chapter 3

Fireworks Design

In this chapter, we present the design of Fireworks, a novel serverless computing framework to provide (1) high performance both in start-up and execution, (2) high isolation level to provide a high security level, and (3) high memory efficiency for saving the resources in the Cloud. We first introduce Fireworks design overview (§3.1) then describe the detailed design of each component from installing a function to launching the function (§3.2–§3.6).

3.1 Design Overview

The overall flow of Fireworks is divided into two phases: 1) installation phase and 2) invocation phase, as shown in Figure 3.1. In the installation phase, Fireworks creates a pre-JITted VM snapshot of the installed function. Then in the invocation phase, Fireworks restores the pre-JITted VM snapshot and resumes the function execution with new arguments.

Fireworks components. Fireworks consists of five main components: 1) microVM manager, 2) code annotator, 3) invoker, 4) snapshotter, and 5) parameter passer, as shown in Figure 3.1. MicroVM manager controls creating, snapshotting, resuming a microVM on Firecracker hypervisor. Code annotator is responsible for transforming a user-provided function source code, so the function follows Fireworks procedure of installation and invocation. The added code (marked blue in Figure 3.1) by the code annotator includes enforcing JITting
the function code, requesting VM-level snapshot creation, and taking function parameters. Invoker receives the user’s request from the serverless frontend and launches the function. Snapshotter creates a VM-level snapshot according to the annotated function request. Parameter passer helps the function get the parameters when the snapshot resumes at the regular function entry. We will explain each phase of Fireworks operation in detail in the rest of the chapter.

**Installation phase.** Fireworks automatically adds annotations to the user-provided function code and creates a VM-level snapshot after finishing JITting the function code. The installation procedure is as follows: Fireworks first requests to create microVM to Firecracker, and Firecracker creates and makes the microVM ready for a runtime (1 in Figure 3.1). Then Fireworks transforms the source code of the serverless function (written in either Node.js or Python) to perform JIT and create a snapshot (2). Fireworks invokes the annotated function, (3) and the annotated function performs JITting itself and then creates a snapshot right before the original function entry point (4).

**Invocation Phase.** In the invocation phase, Fireworks restarts the snapshot created in the installation phase. When the serverless function is invoked, Fireworks first sets up a network for the microVM, which will run the requestion function (56 in Figure 3.1). It then restarts the VM snapshot for the serverless function (7). The annotated serverless function is resumed right after the snapshot point. It reads the function parameters from Fireworks and executes the regular serverless function entry (8).

**How Fireworks meets the requirement.** Fireworks meets our design goals as follows:

- **High isolation level:** Fireworks runs each invoked serverless function in a separate VM (i.e., microVM in Firecracker), so it provides a high isolation level comparing to the approaches using a container or runtime as a sandbox.
3.1. Design Overview

• **High performance**: Fireworks achieves high performance with an instant start-up and JITted function execution. Essentially, Fireworks uses a microVM snapshot which is created after a function is loaded and JITted. Hence, there is no initialization time – such as booting VM and OS, launching a runtime, and loading the serverless function to the runtime – so Fireworks achieves an instant start-up of a function. Moreover, the annotated serverless function is already JIT-compiled while creating the VM snapshot so that...
the serverless function is executed with the pre-JITted machine code during the runtime. Since the JIT-compiled code is faster than the interpreter and we do not need to pay the cost of JIT compilation during the runtime, the function execution time is also significantly reduced.

- **Memory efficiency**: Multiple instances of a serverless function share the VM-level memory snapshot in a copy-on-write (CoW) manner. Fireworks uses the private mapping (*i.e.*, MAP_PRIVATE) for the snapshot, so it shares the guest physical pages if there is no change; otherwise, it relies on copy-on-write. Thus, the snapshot shares the most states of microVM, OS, library, runtime, even JITted binary. Only argument-specific execution state, which is updated during a function execution, will not be shared.

### 3.2 Automatic Source Code Annotation

Code annotator automatically adds additional code to a user’s serverless function. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the annotated version of user code written in Node.js. We omitted too implementation details for clarity. The annotated code consists of three parts: 1) performing JIT compilation (Lines 7–9), 2) creating a VM snapshot (Lines 12–21), and 3) starting the serverless main function with new parameters upon invocation (Lines 24–39).

In order to perform JIT compilation, Fireworks leverages the extended feature in modern language runtimes. For example, V8 javascript engine used in Node.js runtime offers `OptimizeFunctionOnNextCall()` method, which performs the JIT compilation of the specified function. Similarly, Python Numba [5] offers a similar annotation for JIT compilation. Python Numba performs JIT compilation of functions annotated with `@jit(cache=True)`. Fireworks adds the JIT annotation for all methods in the serverless function; In Figure 3.2, Fireworks adds `__fireworks_jit()`, which triggers JIT compilation of user code, `main()`.
3.3 Creating a pre-JITted VM Snapshot

The VM snapshot should be created after finishing the JIT compilation and before starting the serverless function entry point. To precisely control the snapshot point, Fireworks adds the snapshot creation code (__fireworks_snapshot() at Line 30) to the source code. The snapshot is created right after finishing the JIT compilation (Line 28) and before resuming the execution (Line 32).

The last part is the main function (__fireworks_main() at Lines 28-37), where the language runtime starts the program execution. After the JIT compilation and snapshot creation, it starts parameters from a message queue associated with this function. To distinguish the function instance (fcID, a microVM ID), Fireworks uses Firecracker’s microVM Metadata Service (MMDS) [16].

3.3 Creating a pre-JITted VM Snapshot

Actual JIT compilation is performed when the generated __fireworks_jit() is called in the annotated program (Line 28 in Figure 3.2, 3 in Figure 3.1). In Node.js, the runtime first interprets the source code into the bytecode, and the Node.js JIT compiler engine, turbofan, generates the machine code from the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) for methods annotated with OptimizeFunctionOnNextCall(). Similarly, Python Numba performs JIT compilation for methods annotated with @jit(cache=True).

After the JIT compilation, Fireworks creates a snapshot to store the current memory status. Fireworks creates a VM-level memory snapshot, which stores all guest physical memory containing microVM, OS, libraries, language runtime, and even JITted code compiled as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Fireworks sends an HTTP request to a host to create a snapshot using Firecracker API (__fireworks_snapshot() at Line 30 in Figure 3.2). Firecracker creates a memory snapshot of an entire microVM and stores the snapshot to a file. Now Fireworks
/* A simple serverless function printing "hello world". */

function main(params) {
    console.log("hello world " + params);
}

/* ===> Fireworks code annotation starts here. <=== */

/* Trigger JIT compilation of all user functions, "main". */

function __fireworks_jit() {
    %OptimizeFunctionOnNextCall(main);
}

/* Send an HTTP request to host creating a VM snapshot. */

async function __fireworks_snapshot() {
    const http = require("http");
    const options = {
        hostname: '172.17.0.1',
        path: `/?snapshot=Y&name=SERVERLESS_FUNCTION_NAME`,
        method: 'GET'
    };
    const req = await http.request(options, (res));
    req.end();
}

/* This is where the program execution starts first time. */

const { exec } = require("child_process");

exec(`kafkacat -C -t topic$fcID` => {
    async function __fireworks_main(stdout) {
        /* First it performs JIT compilation. */
        await __fireworks_jit();
        /* Then it creates a VM snapshot. */
        await __fireworks_snapshot();
        /* Upon invocation, it resumes here and first gets parameters. */
        exec(`kafkacat -C -t topic$fcID` => {
            params = JSON.parse(stdout);
            params['fcID'] = fcID;
            /* Then it start the entry point of a serverless function with given parameters. */
            main(params);
        });
    }
}());

/* ===> Fireworks code annotation ends here. <=== */

Figure 3.2: Simplified example of Fireworks source code annotation written in Node.js.

completes the installation phase of a serverless function (①-④ in Figure 3.1).

### 3.4 Invoking a Serverless Function

After a serverless function is installed, now Fireworks can invoke the serverless function from a request by resuming the VM snapshot (⑤-⑧ in Figure 3.1). When a user sends a request to the serverless function, Fireworks puts the requested information into the parameter passer.
3.5 Enabling a Network Connectivity

While the VM-level snapshot provides excellent performance, it causes a problem in using the network inside a microVM. Suppose that multiple microVMs based on the same snapshot are launched. In this case, the microVM will have network resources conflict – *i.e.*, the same

---

Figure 3.3: Sharing VM-level memory snapshot among multiple microVMs (*i.e.*, sandboxes for a serverless function) in Fireworks.

queue and requests to resume the microVM to Firecracker. MicroVM will restart with the corresponding snapshot image. Hence, Invoking the serverless function is to load the snapshot as a file into memory. Fireworks resumes the execution right after the pre-Jitted VM snapshot image is created. (Line 32 in Figure 3.2). Fireworks configures the network, so the resumed microVM can access the network before resumption and prepares parameter passing so the resumed function can access the parameters of the requested function. We will describe these two in detail in the following sections.

### 3.5 Enabling a Network Connectivity

While the VM-level snapshot provides excellent performance, it causes a problem in using the network inside a microVM. Suppose that multiple microVMs based on the same snapshot are launched. In this case, the microVM will have network resources conflict – *i.e.*, the same
IP address and MAC address will be assigned.

To solve the network connectivity problem, Fireworks uses the network namespace \[15\] and Network Address Translation (NAT). Figure 3.4 illustrates how the network namespace works in Fireworks when two microVMs share the same snapshot image. When microVM#1 receives a network packet, the packet comes to the IP address B.B.B.B, the external exposed IP of microVM#1. Since the IP address B.B.B.B belongs to the network namespace 1, the destination IP of the packet is changed to A.A.A.A through NAT Table in iptables of network namespace 1. When the packet arrives at microVM#1 through tap device 0 (tap0), the tap device name associated with the snapshot. Although both microVM#1 and microVM#2 have the same tap device name, tap0, the network namespaces of each microVM are different. Thus, there is no conflict. The reply packet goes out through the tap0 device again and goes outside through the NAT after translating the source IP (A.A.A.A) to its external IP associated with its network namespace.

Note that the information for network connectivity of microVMs which are created from the same snapshot image are identical. So Fireworks needs additional information to distinguish the microVMs. We leverage Firecracker’s MMDS \[16\] to keep the metadata (e.g., microVM ID) of the microVMs.

### 3.6 Taking Serverless Function Arguments

Typically, a serverless platform receives the user request from the frontend, and it internally creates an appropriate sandbox, and executes the code on it. When creating the environment for the request, it passes arguments in the requests to the serverless function. However, in Fireworks’s snapshot/restart based approach, a serverless function cannot receive any arguments from its memory because the memory states are exactly the same after resuming.
To solve this problem, Fireworks adds a code that fetches parameters from outside of the microVM as soon as it loads the snapshot. Fireworks exploits a Kafka queue [25] – a software message bus – to pass arguments to a serverless function. Before resuming the microVM, Fireworks first puts the function arguments to a designated Kafka queue. When the microVM resumes, it first fetches the parameters from the queue (Lines 32–34 in Figure 3.2). Since the snapshot image is identical, the function needs additional information to find the corresponding message bus. The identification information is inserted by Fireworks using MMDS after resuming the snapshot. When the snapshot image resumes successfully, the function checks its identification and reads the arguments from the message bus.
Chapter 4

Implementation

We implement Fireworks based on the Firecracker v0.24.0. Fireworks leverages Firecrackers microVM features for guaranteeing the VM-level high isolation level with snapshot function. We develop an end-to-end serverless infrastructure including invoker, code Annotator, snapshotter, and parameter passer. The parameter passers is implemented based on Kafka [25], a software message bus. The source codes of Fireworks written in Bash, Node.js, Python, and C++, which are compromising 3,500 lines of codes.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

We evaluate Fireworks by answering the following questions:

- How much can Fireworks reduce the end-to-end latency of various serverless functions including compute-intensive and IO-intensive ones by reducing start-up time and making the function execution time faster? (§5.2)
- How effective is Fireworks’s approach to improve the performance of real-world serverless applications? (§5.3)
- How much memory can Fireworks save by sharing the memory snapshot across microVMs? (§5.4)
- How effective is Fireworks’s design choices in improving performance and saving memory usage? (§5.5)

5.1 Evaluation Methodology

**Evaluation Environment.** We perform the evaluations on a server with Intel Xeon Platinum 8180 CPU (64 physical cores), 128GB memory, and 2TB SSD. For all evaluation, we configured a microVM similar to the typical configuration in serverless computing: one vCPU, 512MB memory, and 2GB of disk spaces [42].

\[^1\text{Average memory size in a serverless sandbox is 170MB [42].}\]
We compare Fireworks against the state-of-the-art serverless frameworks and sandboxes for serverless computing: OpenWhisk [8], gVisor [20], and Firecracker [1]. We use Openwhisk v20.11 with Kubernetes and gVisor runsc v1.0.2 with Docker. Regarding the runtime for the languages, we use the latest versions of this writing: Node.js v12.18.3 and Python v3.8.5. Note that we do not include Catalyzer [14] because it was not publicly available.

**Workloads.** We used two serverless benchmarks: FaaSdom [32] and ServerlessBench [53], shown in Table 5.1.

For micro-benchmark, we choose the FaaSdom benchmark, which consists of two compute-intensive benchmarks (faas-fact and faas-matrix-mult) and two IO-intensive benchmarks (faas-netlatency and faas-diskio) written in both Node.js and Python. faas-fact and faas-matrix-mult perform integer factorization and multiplication of large matrices many times. The faas-netlatency measures only network latency by immediately sending a small-sized HTTP response as soon as the benchmark function is invoked. The faas-diskio is a benchmark to measure disk I/O performance, including I/O operations to the disk.

We choose two real-world serverless applications from ServerlessBench [53]: Alex Skills and data analysis, both of which are written in Node.js. Alex Skills is a collection of applications performed through the Amazon Alexa AI speaker device. The Amazon Alexa AI speaker receives the user’s voice and performs the corresponding serverless functions of Alexa Skills in the Cloud, based on its analysis. The application provides the functionality of scheduler and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FaaSdom: faas-fact</td>
<td>Integer factorization</td>
<td>Node.js, Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaaSdom: faas-matrix-mult</td>
<td>Multiplication of large matrices</td>
<td>Node.js, Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaaSdom: faas-diskio</td>
<td>Disk I/O performance measurement</td>
<td>Node.js, Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FaaSdom: faas-netlatency</td>
<td>Network latency test that immediately responds upon invocation</td>
<td>Node.js, Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerlessBench: Alexa skills</td>
<td>Apps run through Alexa AI device</td>
<td>Node.js</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ServerlessBench: data analysis</td>
<td>Store and analyze the statistics employees’ wage</td>
<td>Node.js</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Tested serverless applications.
smart home management. Another application is the data analysis application. It calculates bonuses and taxes with employees’ roles and makes statistics. The wages of multiple employees are continuously inputted when a user wants. Note that these two real-world applications consist of a chain of serverless functions, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. For real-world applications, we only compare against OpenWhisk [9]. That is because sandbox managers, such as Firecracker [1] and gVisor [20], cannot process the chain of the serverless functions, and only OpenWhisk and Fireworks are able chain serverless functions.

5.2 FaaSdom Microbenchmark

We first discuss evaluation results of the Node.js version of FaaSdom benchmark (§5.2.1) then discuss the Python version (§5.2.2) because we found that these two language runtimes have different performance characteristics.

5.2.1 Node.js Benchmarks

Figure 5.1 shows the performance comparison and latency breakdown of Node.js version of FaaSdom benchmark. We measured the latency from the function invocation to the function termination. We breakdown the latency into start-up latency, the function execution time (exec), and all other times besides the start-up and execution time (other). For OpenWhisk, gVisor, and Firecracker, we measured the latency for both cold start (c) and warm start (w). However, Fireworks, which relies on the snapshot restart, does not have such distinction (both).

(1) Compute-intensive benchmarks. Figure 5.1(a) is the evaluation result for CPU-intensive integer factorization benchmark (faas-fact). Fireworks shows extremely fast start-
up time, which is comparable or even faster than warm start-up time in other serverless platforms. Specifically, it shows up to 133× faster cold start-up and up to 3.8× faster warm start-up due to its snapshot-based approach. Firecracker shows the slowest cold start-up time because it is a VM-based approach, which requires to boot VM, guest OS, runtime before loading the serverless function. The container-based OpenWhisk shows a relatively shorter cold start-up time than Firecracker, but it has a pretty high overhead to initialize a container in case of cold start, such as authentication and message queue initialization. gVisor shows slower cold start-up time and execution time as it enforces additional security check to the container to improve the security of the runtime environment. The gap in the execution time between Fireworks and others is not as significant as the start-up time. That is because Node.js runtime quickly performs JIT compilation for hot methods. However, Fireworks still shows up to 38% faster performance in cold start cases and 25% faster performance in the warm start case. The evaluation results of another compute-intensive benchmark, matrix multiplication benchmark (faas-matrix-mult), show similar performance characteristics with the integer factorization benchmark, which we discussed early.

(2) Disk-intensive benchmark. The disk-intensive benchmark, faas-diskio, performs 10KB-sized file read and write operations 100 times. Overall, Fireworks shows significantly
shorter latency than other serverless platforms. Specifically, as shown in Figure 5.1(c), Fireworks shows up to 68× faster cold start-up and up to 3.8× faster warm start-up time. Moreover, it shows up to 9.2× faster execution time than other serverless frameworks. Interestingly, we found that the execution time in IO-intensive workloads is mostly determined by the IO efficiency of the sandbox mechanisms. The performance impact of JIT compilation is marginal.

gVisor shows the slowest IO performance because of system call monitoring using two additional components: Sentry and Gofer. Sentry monitors system calls using seccomp filter and sends file IO requests to Gofer I/O to the Gofer to checks all access to the host resources [46]. While the cost of system call monitoring using Sentry and Gofer is much higher than IO overhead in Fireworks, the security level of gVisor is still lower than VM-based Fireworks because the container based approach shares resources on the same host.

Firecracker shows higher performance than gVisor because it eliminates the heavy QEMU. Also, Firecracker removes unnecessary devices and uses a lightweight 9p filesystem in crosvm [1]. Container-based OpenWhisk uses OverlayFS [13] and chroot while it interacts directly with the host filesystem. Therefore, I/O speed is faster than microVM, which has its own VM file systems.
(3) **Network-intensive benchmark.** The network microbenchmark, `faas-netlatency`, sends a small-sized HTTP response (79-byte body, 500-byte header) without any operation and reports the latency. Fireworks shows up to 25× faster cold start-up time and up to 3.6× faster warm start-up time. Fireworks’ execution time up to 22× faster in cold start cases and up to 2× faster in warm start cases. Fireworks has additional overhead of NAT and tap device, but this additional network overhead is negligible in the end-to-end latency. Fireworks shows high performance mainly because the benchmark code starts immediately after loading the snapshot.

(4) **Summary.** Figure 5.1(e) shows the geometric mean of four FaaSdom benchmarks. Overall, Fireworks shows up to 8.6× shorter latency comparing to other serverless frameworks.

### 5.2.2 Python Benchmarks

Figure 5.2 shows the evaluation results of the Python version of FaaSdom benchmarks. The evaluation results reveal that Python is, in general, slower than Node.js, which is the same as generally known.

(1) **Compute-intensive benchmarks.** Fireworks shows significant higher performance in compute-intensive benchmarks comparing to other serverless frameworks. Interestingly, Fireworks dramatically reduces the execution time for Python by leveraging pre-JITted machine code in the snapshot. For the integer factorization shown in Figure 5.2(a), Fireworks shows 59.8× faster cold start-up time and 4.4× faster warm start-up time. Also, it achieves 20× faster execution time in cold start case and 14.6× faster execution times in warm-up case. For the matrix multiplication shown in Figure 5.2(b), Fireworks shows similar performance trends with the integer factorization. Fireworks shows up to 74.2× faster cold start-up time
and $4.4 \times$ faster warm start-up time. Also, it achieves up to $80 \times$ faster execution time for cold start cases, and up to $75 \times$ faster execution time for the warm start cases.

(2) **IO-intensive benchmarks.** Both disk-intensive and network-intensive benchmarks in Figure 5.2(c) and (d) show similar performance trends to their Node.js counterparts in Figure 5.1(c) and (d). That is because IO latency is the dominant factor in performance.

(3) **Summary.** Figure 5.2(e) shows the geometric mean of the four benchmarks. Overall performance improvement of Fireworks is up to $19 \times$, which is $2.2 \times$ higher than Node.js. In particular, we observe that the overall execution time considerably decreases so that the effect of pre-JIT is significant in Python. Another interesting point is that I/O performance is similar between Python and Node.js. It means that the I/O performance depends on the isolation level of the serverless platform rather than the language or runtime.

### 5.3 Real-World Serverless Applications

We choose two real-world applications in ServerlessBench [53] because these two are only applications written in Node.js (or Python). These two applications are composed of a chain of serverless functions, which interact with each other to deliver the processed data in the form of pipes. Thus, we could not evaluate the gVisor and Firecracker for the real-world workload because they cannot support the chain of functions and we compare evaluation results OpenWhisk. Figure 5.3 shows the flow of the real-world applications, where a node represents a serverless function running on a microVM and an edge represents a function invocation.

(1) **Alexa Skills.** Alexa skills [3] supports three skills: fact, reminder, and smarthome. It performs voice analysis using input text provided by the user and identifies the request.
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(a) Alexa Skills (nested)

(b) Data Analysis (sequence + nested)

Figure 5.3: Real-World serverless applications.
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Figure 5.4: Execution time comparison of real-world applications.

The fact skill answers simple common sense, and the reminder skill searches or enters a schedule into CouchDB [7], a NoSQL database. The data inserted to CouchDB has item, place, and related URL fields. The smarthome skill notifies the on/off status of each device (e.g., light, door, and TV) to the user. Figure 5.4(a) shows the performance comparison between Fireworks and OpenWhisk and its breakdown. For the evaluation, we sent requests to the Alexa Skills asking for a simple fact, then checking the schedule through the reminder and checking the on/off status of home appliances through the smarthome. Fireworks shows 12.5× faster start-up time and 2.4× faster execution times compared to OpenWhisk.

(2) Data Analysis. The data analysis application receives personal wage data from the user and analyzes the wage. When a user inserts personal wage data, it checks the format to ensure that it is valid data and then changes the format for inserting the data to CouchDB. The data entered in the CouchDB consists of a name, ID, role, and base payment. The analysis function chain in the dashed box of Figure 5.3(b) is triggered when a database is updated. The analysis results are inserted into the CouchDB. The evaluation result for the data analysis application shows similar performance trends to Alexa Skills. For the data insertion step, Fireworks shows 25.6× shorter start-up time and 11.8× faster execution time. The data analysis step shows 27× faster start-up time and 4.9× faster execution time.
5.4 Memory Usage

Fireworks shares the memory snapshot across multiple microVMs as discussed in §3.3. In order to understand the memory saving effect in Fireworks, we compare the amount of memory usage of Fireworks and Firecracker, both of which provide VM-level isolation. We used the FaaSdom integer factorization benchmark (faas-fact), which is a computation-intensive workload used in §5.2.1. We measured Proportional Set Size (PSS) in Linux using smem [28]. PSS is a physical memory consumption considering memory sharing; for the memory shared by N processes, PSS accounts $1/N$ to each process. Figure 5.5 shows the memory usage of Firecracker and Fireworks as microVMs increase. We set the kernel parameter – vm.swappiness – to 60, meaning that swapping starts to happen when 60% of physical memory is consumed. We ran the test until swapping happens to see the maximum possible consolidation. Fireworks could launch 565 microVMs, but Firecracker can only launch 337 microVMs before swapping happens. It means that Fireworks allows to consolidate 167% more sandboxes than Firecracker since the amount of memory shared by JIT and OS snapshot increases.
5.5 Factor Analysis

We analyze how our design choices affect performance (§5.5.1) and memory consumption (§5.5.2). We separately investigate the impact of OS snapshot – creating a VM snapshot after a guest OS finishes to boot – and JIT snapshot – creating a VM snapshot after loading a serverless function and finishing JIT compilation of the function (Fireworks).

5.5.1 Performance

We conduct the factor analysis to analyze the performance improvement of each optimization we proposed as shown in Figure 5.6. We start from the original version of Firecracker.

+ OS snapshot. OS snapshot improves the performance of serverless functions by eliminating the OS boot time. For computation-intensive workload written in Node.js, adding the OS snapshot improves the performance 2.3×. Also, the network-intensive workload written in both Node.js and Python shows up to 6.1× faster performance.

+ JIT snapshot. The JIT snapshot improves the performance of computation-intensive benchmarks written in Python because the pre-JITted code significantly reduces the runtime overhead of Python interpreter. Also, it shows performance improvements for the file I/O intensive benchmarks written in both Node.js and Python up to 2× because of improvements in start-up time and execution time.

5.5.2 Memory Usage

We also conduct the factor analysis to analyze the memory efficiency improvement of each optimization. We ran 10 microVMs and reported average memory usage of one microVM
in Figure 5.7. We start from the original version of Firecracker.

+ **OS snapshot.** All applications written in both Node.js and Python show memory efficiency improvements. OS snapshot shows that up to 73% of memory utilization improvements by sharing the resources.

+ **JIT snapshot.** For the case of the applications written in Node.js, adding the pre-JITting reduces memory usage up to 74%. However, there is no significant improvement in memory usage for Python applications. That is because the Python JITted codes need more memory consumption. Even though Fireworks consumes a similar amount of memory, Fireworks gains dramatic performance improvements with similar memory consumption.
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Discussion and Limitation

Similar to other snapshot-based approaches [47], launching multiple microVMs based on the same memory snapshot in Fireworks has security implications. The multiple instances of microVMs will have the same random number generator and the same memory layout, both of which reduce the system’s entropy. For the random number generator, we can leverage Linux random number generation (RNG) facilities, providing unique entropy from the kernel to the userspace. The RNG provides enough entry when the CPU is IvyBridge or newer Intel processors. For the address space layout randomization (ASLR), we can mitigate the issue by periodically re-generating the VM snapshot similar to proposed in REAP [47].
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Related Work

In this section, we discuss the previous research efforts regarding serverless computing.

Characterizing FaaS workloads and benchmarks. Serverless computing is a new paradigm, so there is not enough information to understand the characteristics of serverless workloads. Thus, there are several previous studies that conducted reverse engineering to understand the commercial serverless computing platforms. Wang et al. [51] analyze the characteristics of serverless computing platforms of well-known Cloud providers, including AWS Lambda, Google Cloud, and MS Azure, by conducting many experimental measurements for serverless functions. Shahrad et al. [42] show characteristics of serverless workloads on MS Azure serverless computing platforms. They also propose a resource management policy to leverage the serverless computing platforms based on their observations. FaaSProfiler [41] is a profiling platform for serverless services. FaaSProfiles shows the architectural impact of serverless computing platforms.

Optimizing serverless platform. There are two main categories of research to optimize serverless computing platforms. One direction is to reuse resources, including network, sandbox, and runtime environment. Reuse mechanisms can be caching the resources or using checkpoint/restore-based snapshots. Replayable Execution [49] proposed to use checkpoint and restore of OS kernel to reduce the start-up time latency and resource for the serverless functions. HotTub [30] eliminates JVM overhead in a parallel processing environment by
keeping the warm-up pool of JVM runtime. It is appliable to serverless environments. Mohan et al. [36] reduce cold start latency by pre-creating the network and attaching the network to the new function containers. The study for reusing the runtime is related to our works. SOCK [39] is a streamlined container system optimized for serverless computing. SOCK extends Zygote ideas (i.e., pre-launching sandboxes) to serverless computing platforms. It generalizes the provisioning of Zygote and proposes a package-aware caching to minimize the startup latency. SAND [2] uses application-level sandboxing operation to fast-cap function and low latency of function interactions. Checkpoint/restore for instantiation is also one of the main directions to optimize the start-up latency. REAP [47] mitigate performance bottleneck from page faults when it loads the function’s snapshot from disk to memory. It proposes proactively configuring the memory working set before loading a snapshot to reduce the page faults.

Another direction to optimize the serverless platform is to optimize the sandbox. SEUSS [11] leverages unikernel snapshot stacks for the execution of serverless functions. LightVM [33] propose lightweight VM through unikernel. Another approach is to place the sandbox nearby the data storage. Shredder [54] implements a sandbox near the data storage with V8:Isolate.

The main difference between Fireworks and previous works is that we pre-JIT the source codes. Our pre-JITted codes can efficiently reduce not only the cold start latency but also execution time for functions.

**Extending serverless computing.** Since most serverless platforms support stateless serverless functions only, it is hard to extend the applications which are disk I/O intensive to the serverless application. So, a few of previous works [40, 45] to extend serverless applications to support stateful serverless functions. Cloudburst [45] presents a stateful FaaS that can guarantee the mutable state and communication using Anna Key-Value store [52]. Anna provides autoscaling and logical disaggregation of compute node and storage node to
support the stateful function efficiently. Starling [40] is a query engine for leveraging the serverless computing platform. Starling shows the feasibility of query engines for serverless computing platforms with several optimizations to mitigate the high latency of serverless storage access.

In addition, there are some research efforts to extend scientific applications to serverless applications. Numpywren [43] is an application that runs linear algebra operations as serverless functions on top of disaggregated storage. Excamera [17] is an application that leverages cloud functions for video processing. Excamera shows efficient video processing using the flexible use of thousands of functions. Pocket [27] designs the serverless platform to satisfy scalable demands. It automatically scales to support the applications and determines storage tier to provide high-performance with low cost. Infinicache [48] is an in-memory object caching system built on top of stateless serverless functions. It shows the feasibility of the use of serverless computing for in-memory object caching systems. AFT [44] introduces an atomic fault tolerance shim between serverless functions and storage engines. It leverages transaction concepts for serverless functions to provide fault tolerance. Shredder[54] suggests the storage function that allows computation to be performed in a storage node with a low-latency.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this paper, we present Fireworks, a fast, efficient, and safe serverless computing platform. To the best of our knowledge, Fireworks is the first serverless computing platform that fulfills the three aspects of serverless platform: (1) high-isolation level, (2) high performance, and (3) high memory efficiency. We show how our VM-level pre-JIT snapshot efficiently reduces memory usage without compromising the isolation level and increasing the security risk. We evaluate Fireworks against the state-of-art, including gVisor, OpenWhisk, Firecracker using two representative benchmark suites: FaaSdom and ServerlessBench. In our evaluation, Fireworks significantly outperforms the state-of-art serverless platforms, and it shows high memory efficiency with the guarantee of high isolation level.
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